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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
COMPUTATION BOOK

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In all work fn which accuracy and ease of reference are important, much depends upon carrying out the computation
in a systematic manner. The following instructions, taken from the Engineering Department Figuring Book of the
Allis.Chalmers Co., serve as a guide in this matter.

“All computations, of whatever kind, are to be made in these books, except in cases

where special blanks may be provided for specific kinds of computation, Computations may
be made in ink or pencil, whichever may be more convenient. Pencil figuring should be
dome with a soft pencil. All the work of computation should be done in these books,
including all detail figuring.”

“Each subject should begin on a new page, no matter how much space may be left on

the previous page, The subject, with the date of beginning it, should be plainly written at
the top of the first page of the subject.”

“Work should be done systematically, and as neatly as consistent with rapidity. The
books are, however, intended for convenience, and no unnecessary work should be done for
sake of appearance only. Errors should be crossed off instead of erased, except where the
latter will facilitate the work, Work should not be crowded. Paper costs less than the time
which would be expended in attempting to economize space in making erasures.”

“Where curves drawn on section paper (or sketches) are necessary parts of a computa-
tion, they should be pasted in the book, except where specifically otherwise provided for.”

“Computations should be indexed, in the back of the book, by the person using the book.”
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TECHNOLOGY STORE
HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY, Inc.

40 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Massachusetts
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i suitable exposure factor for a thin nogstive (50% orex-dzvslopment)
for the FT=-1/ tubs with 56 microfarads at 2000 volts with film heving
an 454 epeed of 50 has boen found to be about 120 for intericr subjecte
of average types, 120{(feet x &amp;perture), A reflector with a por unit
increase of light at the center of the fleld of A wes used for this
test. Expressed mathematically, 1b

d ff = distance x apertura = 120 = X /Q1 = guide factor

where distaass = distance in fest from subject (oo lonp

aparture = aperture f numbey

gr2
Q = &lt;== Uht In lusstesesonls

2

C = capacity in farads = 56 x 10°° farade

BE = voltage in volts = £0C0 volls

 = efficiency of the fleght = in wusnefuath = 33, an ave
erage valle.

M = light-increuging power of t's reflector at the center
of the field =_,

A11 the factors except the arbitrew- consiunt, XK, &amp;v determined.
ing for K, a value is obtained -
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The guide number calculation which ig outlined abovas assumes that the
axposure 18 proportional to the light output regardless of tho effeg-
tive duration of the flash, dctually this ie uot the cags since less
dxposure is obtained when a short flash is zed beeosse of the inabile
L1ty of the emulsion to integrate ths exposure. Heugver, the effeat
1s not usually enough to be conpldered except when very large extraw
polations of the exposure dats are made,  Fuperinontal determination
of ectuul exposure conditions ure resommnendsd for conditions where the
axposure times are either very short or very long,

[t is emphasized that K is not an ersct punbar glace it depends upon
the guide number that is salected, The gulde nusbar for a particular
levice like thut above variss both with the subject ene environment,
and with the personal whims of the photogiupher. There K can be ag-
3igned values over a range where the smal’er value will result in a
reavily exposed negative.

The equation for the value of K is useful for a preliminary rough esti.
nats of the photographic performance when different olsctrical values
and different reflectors are used, Similar relationships ean be ob
suined with other flashtubes in various circuits and in various refleca-tors.

for other films, the exposura factor and X can be computed since the
variation is directly proportional to the square rcot of the film speed.Tor example
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12-26-46

PRELIMINARY SPRCIFICATIONS-

RAYTHRON HI-POW"R STUDIO FLASH UNIT

Power Unit

Input: ~ 110 volts, 60 cycles, average current 8 amperes, maximum surge current
29 amperes.
Capacity: - 14 mf at 4000 volts, 112 watt-seconda,
Weight, about 50 pounds.
Either one, two or three lamps c:n be plugged into the power unity the total light
being divided between them since the total light is approximately proportional to
the watt-seconds of stored energy.
A relay and shorting resistor are installed in the unit to discharge the capacitor
when the power is turnedof{

lamp House

The flashtube, FT-503, consists of a xenon-filled quartz helix enclosed in a frosted
outer bulb,
Alzak-finish reflectors (10# diameter) are used which have a L(~degree beam width,
A 50-hour, 100-watt incandescent modeling lanp is located in the center of the spiral
flashtube to assist in directing the beam at the subject. The incandescent lamp is
changeable when the FT=-503 is removed from the socket. A switch on the back of the
lamp house controls the incandescent lamp,
A standard 4-20 thread for a tripod mount is supplied on the bottom of an adjustable
holder attached to the lamp house,

Auxiliary Capacitor Banks

Capacity 110 mf, 4000 volts, 880 watt-seconds. As many of these as desired can be
connected in parallel, The present tentative rated limit of the FT-503 tube 1s 225
mf, at 4000 volts. For optimum flashtube life, it is recommended that not more than
two auxiliary banks be connected per tube,
An additional relay and shorting resistor are installed in the case to discharge the
capacitors when the power is turned off,
The weight of Lhe auxiliary capacitor bank is about 80 pounds,

Extension Cables

Extension cables can be inserted either between the power unit and the condenser
banks or between the conuenser banks and the lamps or between the power unit and
the lamps. The length of standard extension cables will be 25 feet.

Charging Time

With the pover unit alone the charging time is leas than one second. With 3 banks
it is slightly longer than 10 seconds, In general, the charging time will be roughly
oropertional to the connected capacity.

Flash Duration

The duration with one lamp on three banks is the maximum and is about 1000 microseconds.
tith two or three lamps in parallel the duration is somewhat less, There is a 0.5-milli-
henry inductance in series with each capacitor bank to reduce the noise from the lamp.
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This inductance influences the shape of the light-time curve, but does not materially
affect the duration, There is no inductance in series with the 14 mf in the power
unit, The duration with one lamp is about 70 microseconds when flashed from the power
unit only. With three lamps in parallel this duration is decreased to about 30 micro~
seconds,

INPORTANT = The unit will not charge unless all high-voltage outlets are filled,
Junny connectors are supplied to £ill unused out ets when all three lamps are not used.
The dummy connectors have a circuit between pins b and &amp; to complete the input powercircuit.

Spare Parts to Keep on Hand

Flashtubes: = Quartz helix type FT-503 (General Electric Company, Lamp Department),
No life rating as yet assigned by G.E. Preliminary tests indicate a life of several
thousand flashes when used with 225 mf at LOOO volts.

Modeling Lamps; = Special hard glass 100 watt, 115 volt lamps with double bayonet
base, Life; about 50 hours (General Electric Company, Lamp Department, Type

Rectifier Tubes: - RCA 1616 (available from any radio supply house),

Pilot lamps

Fuse: = 20-ampere glass cartridge type.

Relays. are provided in each capacitor bank and in the power unit for discharging the
capacitors whenever the filament switch is turned off.

The life of the rectifier tubes will be increased if their filaments are allowed to
heat ten seconds before the plate switch is closed,

Suggested Guide Factors

Professional Daylight Kodachrome film, CC15 filter, Raytheon Flash Unit, 4000 volts:

|

condition

Power Unit alone, 14 mf

Power Unit £ 1 bank, 123 mf

Power Unit £ 2 banks, 232 nf

Power Unit £ 3 banks, 341 mf

Gulde Factor Distance in feet at
dxf in ft. aperture £:4.5 £:8 £216

25 5.0

75 16.5 9.4 4.7

23 13 6.5

28 14 f

105

12%

For Panchro Press Eastman Film: Multiply suggested guide factors and distances by 10
for average subject matter,
The total light output can be distributed in one, two or three reflectors according to
connections. The guide factor and distances should be decreased if the lamps are
widely spread.
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